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Abstract 

 A software system is built by a number of concerns where a concern is composed by one 

or several functional requirements or non-functional requirements or both.  In the software 

system development one of the essential principles is separation of concerns. Generally in the 

software system, separation of concerns is the process of breaking into many modules with 

meager overlapping each other. On account of that there may be few specific concerns which 

are not to be located into a single module which are said to be crosscutting concerns. Aspect-

oriented programming (AOP) provides techniques for managing cross-cutting concerns into a 

single manageable module called, Aspect. AOP is used to solve many problems such as 

tangling and scattering representations. But the identification and specification of 

crosscutting concerns and considering it as aspects is not a trouble-free job. This proposed 

method uses colored Petri Nets for defining the concerns and its requirements and also for 

executing the final modeled software system which monitors transitions based on that it will 

determine the join-points in a desired moment –Before, After, Around and Replace operators 

by the action of Aspect module. Fan in analysis techniques is used for finding the dominant 

aspect in the system. 
 

Keywords: After operator, Around operator, Aspect oriented programming, Before 

operator, concerns, colored Petri net, crosscutting concern, Fan in analysis 

 

1. Introduction  

At present, the developing software is used to support a model wherein the data and their 

related methods are defined as independent entities called "objects”. Object oriented 

programming (OOP) paradigm provides a technique of modularization of basic concerns [1]. 

OOP creates a coupling between core and crosscutting concerns. Some broadly based 

functionality like authorization, caching, exception management, security, etc…, cannot be 

efficiently compartmentalized by using object oriented programming [2]. Such a broadly 

based concern are defined as crosscutting concerns since they affect the whole program and 

the crosscutting concerns should be centralized as a single location wherever it is possible [2]. 

Modularization is not a one-size-fits-all strategy scenario. 

AOP is a complementary programming paradigm of OOP which aims to boost up the 

modularity by allowing the partition of cross-cutting concerns [3]. It accomplishments to 

tackle the flaw of OOP while performing the cross-cutting concerns. On the other hand, due 

to the requirement of patterns for addressing the cross-cutting concerns of a software model, 

AOP is still in an immature state [13, 21, 23]. In AOP the crosscutting concerns are 

implemented as aspects instead of fusing them into the core modules. 
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Many suitable methods which are used for identifying the aspects are Prune dependency 

rule, fan-in-analysis, Theme/Doc, Line co- change, concernMapper, Formal concept analysis, 

event traces and clone detection [1]. These methods are used to detect the crosscutting 

concerns in the various levels of software development process and such detection at initial 

stage is cheaper, faster and more advantageous than doing the modifications later on-the-fly 

[12, 19, 22, 23]. 

Rashid [9] presented ARCaDe tools for modularization and composition of crosscutting 

concerns in Aspect Oriented Requirement Engineering level itself. His work is accomplished 

by considering the Viewpoints model [10], used to provide the incorporation of mixed 

requirements which are specified from multiple viewpoint. Vahdat Abdelzad [8] used 

petrinets for identification of aspects with the drawbacks that join point or match point could 

not be determined in the situation of imposing aspects like after, before, around and replace 

operators to logical entities. 

   In this paper, we propose a method which extends the work have been done in [8] that 

permit the user at requirement phase to detect the interactions between crosscutting concerns 

by using colored Petri net. The operators like Before, After, Around and Replace are used to 

generate composition specifications for every match point which can be used for guiding the 

process of developing composition rules at requirement phase itself 
 

2.  Background 

Petri net is first introduced by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 in his PhD [4]. Petri net is the 

graphical and mathematical modeling tool. It is a directed bipartite graph consists of places, 

transitions and tokens are represented by circles, bars and bullets respectively. It is used for 

the description of distributed system, concurrent execution of any system. Petri nets are useful 

tool in modeling and analysis of systems [4, 5, 7, 8, 12].  

A net is a tuple N = (P, T, A, Σ, C, N, E, G, I) [5] where: 

 P  stands for  set of places. 

 T stands for   set of transitions. 

 A   stands for  set of arcs 

In CPNs sets of places, transitions and arcs are mutually pair wise disjoint P ∩ T=P ∩ A=T 

∩ A=∅ 

 Σ is a set of color sets contains all possible colors, operations and functions used 

within CPN. 

 C is a color function which maps places in P into colors in Σ. 

 N is a node which maps A into P × T∪T × P. 

 E is an arc expression function which maps each arc a∈A into the expression e.  

 G is a guard function which  is  defined from T into expressions E 

 I is an initialization function which is defined from P to closed expressions. 

The structure of Petri net which is shown in Figure1 consists of set of nodes belong to two 

different classes and the edges to connect only nodes of different classes.The state is 
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represented by the distribution of tokens over places (also referred to as marking). Rules to be 

considered for constructing the Petri net graph, i) Connections are directed ii) No connections 

between two places or two transitions iii) Places may hold zero or more tokens. 

 

 

Figure 1. Petri net graph 
 

A Petri net produces dynamic information using the Enabling rule and Firing rule, 

 An enabled transition is marked with at least w (p, t) tokens, where w (p, t) is the 

weight of the arc from p to t. 

 It may or may not fire (depending on whether or not the event actually takes place). 

 A firing of an enabled transition t removes w(p,t) tokens from each input place p of  t 

and adds w(t,p) tokens to each output place p of t, where w(t,p) is the weight of the 

arc from t to p  

 

Enabled transition: 

A transition is enabled if each of its input places contains at least one token 

 

 

Figure 2. Enabled transition Petri net  
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Firing transition: 

 An enabled transition can fire (i.e., it occurs). 

 When it fires it consumes a token from each input place and produces a token for 

each output place. 

 

 

Figure 3. Fired transition Petri net  
 

Multiple transitions may be enabled, but only one can fire at a time being non-

deterministic. 
 

3. Properties of Petri Nets 
 

A. Liveness 

 A transition is said to be live if it is potentially fire able in any marking of R (M1) [7, 11]. 

A transition is dead in M if it is not potentially fire able; if the PN enters marking M the dead 

transition cannot fire any more. 

 

B. Safeness 

A place is safe if the token count does not exceed 1 in any marking of     R (M1). A PN is 

safe if each place is safe.  

 

C. Boundedness 

A simple generalization of safeness is the concept of boundedness. A place is bounded 

with bound k, if the token count does not exceed k in any marking of R (M1). A PN is k-

bounded if each place is k-bounded [7, 8]. 

 

D. Reachability  

A marking Mn is said to be reachable from a marking M0 if there exists a sequence of 

firings that transforms M0 to Mn 
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4. Procedure used for identifying aspects and the most dominating Aspects 

To identify the aspects these steps are to be followed and satisfied respectively. 

 

Step 1 

Prescribing the system through concerns is an essential thing for the proposed system. 

Since, from the Lexical analysis of the system’s text, concerns are obtained 

 

Step 2 

Each and every concern which is associated with the requirements should be specified, 

since the requirements are obtained through any traditional requirement engineering 

approach. By this method, each and every requirement is taken as an independent Petri Net.  

 

Step 3 

For each requirement define a requirement net and for a requirement net find logical 

entities. The following defines requirement net as 

A requirement net is a 2-tuple RN= (PN, LE) [8] 

Where,  

 PN is a Petri Net which is following: |P|=2, |T|=1, |F|=2. 

 LE= (O1, O2 . . . On), is a set of logical entities. 

 

Step 4 

As the requirement engineers with analyzing purpose of a concern and associated 

requirements may elicit the execution orders. So the execution orders are specified for each 

concern in order to constitute the concern net. 

A concern net is a 2-tuple CN= (SoR, SoE) [8] 

Where,  

SoR= (RN1, RN2 . . . RNn) (n>0), it is a finite set of requirement nets. 

SoE= (EO1, EO2. . . EOn) (n>0), it is a finite set of execution orders. 

 

An execution order is a sequence of requirement nets which present the following, 

EO= (RN1, RN2 . . . RNn). 
 

Step 5 

Based on the definitions defined in the previous steps the concern net for each concern is 

obtained. For constituting concern nets, get the requirements nets and execution order. The 

execution of each concern net implicates that the proper token is placed in the first place of 

concern net. If there is not enough token in first place then   concern net cannot be executed 

correctly in the final Petri Net model. Due to this it is impossible to identify the aspects in the 

system. 
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Step 6 

In the requirement nets and concern nets identify the dependencies, restrictions and 

relationships among them. Produce a new place as temporary place when dependency occurs 

between two requirement nets and a token of dependency is placed in it, The complete   

execution of the system is caused by the names of token net and requirement net. 
 

Step 7  

After specifying the transitions of each concern net having two or more entrances, if value 

of entrance tokens is distinct then both entrance token and transition token are taken as 

token1, token2.  
 

Step 8  

Determine the logical entities related with requirement nets. The logical entity has the 

tangling problem arise in logical entities when they are belong to two requirement nets having 

2-tuple (token1, token2).  
 

Step 9 

When the identification of crosscutting concerns is made, the match points are obtained by 

considering both the functional and non functional requirements of the system. Generally in 

the match point both the functional crosscutting concerns and non-functional cross cutting 

will meet each other. 
 

Step 10 

In a match point the execution of a program occurs in which aspects are associated with 

each other. Now the aspect takes an action in this match point in a desired moment like 

Before, After, Around and Modify.  
 

 

Figure 4. Aspect analyzer using coloured Petri net 
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Algorithm 1: Identify Crosscutting & Match Point 

 while (! EOF (text)) do 

  Generate Lexemes //Do Lexical Analysis  

 end while 

 while ( ! EOF (concern)) do 

   Perform Requirement Analysis 

   For each requirement  

  {    

   Construct requirement Net (RN) = (PN, CE) //PN pertinent 

   Construct (LE= (O1, O2, O3…………., On))  //LE logical entity   

   } 

end while 

Construct Concern Net & Execution Order 

if (Dependency && Relations) then  

Specify Tokens and Transition T 

else 

Declare No crosscutting exist in T 

end if  

if (count(Deg
- 
(T)>1) then 

{ 

 T is designated as Crosscutting  

if (count (Candidate Aspects (T) > =1)) then 

T is designated as Match Point 

//Generate Composition Specification 

for each Candidate Aspect 

if  (CA(i) > T)  then T→ CA(i)  //Before Operator 

else if (CA(i) < T)  then T ←CA(i) //After Operator 

else if  (CA(i)|| T)  then T =>CA(i) //Around Operator 

else CA(i)    ······> T //Modify Operator 

end if 

end for  

end if  

end if 
 

Case study 

In order to demonstrate how our approach works in practice, this section presents a 

systematic case study of modeling and analysis of Movie Theatre Chain System. Integrated 

on-line tickets can be reserved, paid, bought and cancelled through on-line itself with sales 

facility. Main facilities considered by this system are on-line user registration, ticket booking, 

payment, cancellation on request and transaction statistics. To perform these processes first 

the consult of portal takes place which checks for the Availability and accessibility of the 

system. In on-line user registration where the user and system exchange the data between 

them which takes place parallel to access control. In the on-line ticket booking   the data 

exchange and access control are performed then the ticket payment is done by data exchange 

and access control with security. On-line tickets booking and payment requires efficiency 
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(response-time), precision and security; whereas consult of portal requires availability and 

user registration needs security. 

Now we must look for imposing the aspects with functional and non- functional concerns 

and also we should identify the match points where these two concerns will meet each other. 

Finally, the composition specification will be derived.   

 

 The concerns considered for this application are, 

Concern C1: User Login 

Concern C2: Reserve Ticket 

Concern C3: Reservation Confirmation 

Concern C4: Reservation cancellation 

Concern C5: Logging 

 

Table 1. Concern nets and requirement nets 

S. No Concern Requirements 

1. User Login 1.User Registration(R11)  

2. Accessibility(R12) 

2. Reserve Ticket 

 

1.  check ticket 

availability(R21) 

2. Ticket Reservation(R22) 

3.  Reservation 

Confirmation 

1.  Payment Process(R31) 

2. Display report(R32) 

4. Reservation 

Cancellation  

1.verify and update the 

reservation (R41) 

2.Refund payment(R42) 

3. Access 

Registration(R43) 

5. Logging 1.log the file(R51) 

2. Save log file(R52) 

  
Table 2. Execution of concern nets  

S. No Concerns Execution order 

1. User Login RN11,RN12 

2. Reserve Ticket 

 

RN21,RN22,RN23 

3. Reservation 

Confirmation 

RN31,RN32,RN33 

4. Reservation 

Cancellation 

RN41,RN42 

5. Logging R51,R52 

 

By identifying the requirement nets for each concern the execution order for the concerns 

are derived. To enable the firing transition, the respective tokens and color set are given to 

each place which is represented by circles in Figure 5. By giving the tokens the transition will 

be enabled and fired and then the other transitions will gets enabled by receiving the tokens. 

Identify the dependencies between the concern nets and requirements nets; if it exists 

temporary place is created with token. 
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Figure 5. Identification of functional crosscutting concerns  
 

The result is monitored and analyzed by colored Petri Nets, the temporary places which are 

colored represent that the dependency has exist between the concern nets and their respective 

requirements. By considering the functional concerns, the cross cutting concerns which are 

identified in the Movie theatre Chain System are Ticket booking, Ticket payment and User 

Registration [14, 17]. Both the customers and administrators are needed to check the ticket 

availability in order to make the reservation. If the availability of ticket is there then the ticket 

is allocated and reserved after that only the payment for the ticket will be remitted. These are 

separated and modulated as aspects with advices and point cuts. 
 

 

Figure 6. Match point identification 
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By considering the nonfunctional concerns like security, availability, precision and 

response time along with its functional concerns the match point exist [14, 21]. With this both 

functional and non-functional concerns the match point which is identified in the system are 

User Registration, Ticket Reservation and Ticket payment as in Figure 6. 

By considering the operators such as Before, After and Around, the composition 

specification for the match point Ticket payment is given below, 

• Response time(RT) around Ticket payment(TP) TP =>RT 

• Security .Availability(S.AV)  before Ticket payment(TP) TP →S.AV 

• Precision after Ticket payment(TP)  Precision → TP 

• Security .Accuracy (S.AC) around Ticket payment(TP) TP=> S.AC 

• Ticket Reservation (TR) before Ticket Payment  TP→TR 

In the similar way the composition specification for the other two match points will be 

identified. 
 

Table 3. Identification of scattering and tangling 

 Fan In & Fan out 
Analysis 

Functional 
Concerns 

Tangl
ing 

Scatteri
ng 

 

User 
Registration 

 

2 2 

Ticket Payment 
 

4 2 

Ticket 
Reservation 

 

4 2 

 

Among the crosscutting concerns the most tangled concerns are Ticket Payment and Ticket 

Reservation.  All the functional concerns  of the system are equally scattered to each other. 

Structural complexity which deals with association of functional concerns and can be 

calculated by using Henry-Kafura formula [14],  





n

i

piT CC
1

where   Cp = (fan-in X fan-out) 
2 

Now, for our case study, 

Cp for user registration is = (2 *2)
2
 = 9. 

Cp for Ticket Payment is = (4 * 2)
2
 = 64 

Cp for Ticket Reservation is = (4 * 2)
2
 = 64 

CT for the entire case study is = 125. 
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As high fan-in (tangling) shows better design structure in which module has been 

used heavily which shows re-usability of module, hence reduces redundancy in code. 

High fan out (scattering) shows poor design structure in which module depends 

highly on other module, which also increases maintainability cost [20].  
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Figure 6. Representation of scattering and tangling 
 

5. Conclusion and future work  

The concerns and the requirements for the Movie Theatre Chain portal System and their 

dependencies are identified. By this the crosscutting concerns is derived and the imposing 

aspects like Before, After, Around and Replace for match point has been executed by using 

the colored Petri net. The research work in future can be forwarded in the direction to apply 

the same case study to generate the composition rules from the composition specifications 

which can be used for guiding the process of composition at requirement stage itself. 
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